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so in short, if you want to get a guitar tone similar to andy james, then this plugin will do it easily.
this plugin can not only be used for bands of death metal, metalcore, black metal, djent, and almost
all types of music that require high gain characters, but you can also take advantage of the clean
and crunch sound characters which i think are more than adequate for use in the home or in the
practice studio. andy james signature guitar sounds are the result of great collaboration with a
number of audio engineers, including sylvain chauveau, who is known for his work with sting, larry
mullen, ronnie montrose, joe walsh, michael lee firmer and many others. andy jamess signature
guitar sounds are said to have been developed using the same process as that of the legendary jimi
hendrix, although andy jamess unique guitar tone is much more subtle and refined. a few of the
signature guitar sounds available include: straight amp sounds, amp plug-in, combo amp, amp
preamp and combo preamp. since 2013, andy jamess signature guitar effects plugin is the first ever
plug-in of the last 100 years to have a direct audio path to a physical audio signal that has been run
through real circuits, that is, andy jamess signature guitar amp emulations. this physical processing
means that his signature guitar tones are more natural and authentic than traditional emulation plug-
ins can ever be. andy jamess signature guitar effects plug-in is the best way to recreate those
sounds in your project. the tonality plug-in sounds like a combination of the well-known and award-
winning plug-in presets, but this one is completely unique in many ways. the output includes the
modeled and simulated classic effects plug-in(s) that andy james uses to create his memorable
sound. to get started, the five included plug-in(s) have been grouped as follows: hornby stompbox -
this is an emulation of the legendary hornby stompbox, which is modeled after the hornby stompbox
200, the one that ritchie blackmore used. echo - this is an emulation of the famous and award-
winning plug-in echo, which is a compressor and delay plug-in combo. revox - this is an emulation of
the famous and award-winning plug-in revox, which is a distortion, overdrive, and volume pedal in
one. altec 170 - this is an emulation of the famous and award-winning plug-in altec 170, which is a
compressor/amp pedal. maestro fz-1a - this is an emulation of the well-known and award-winning
plug-in maestro fz-1a, which is a distortion, volume, and overdrive pedal.
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the modelers developed all the models for the audio devices from scratch, based on extensive
research, modeling and listening tests. some models have been developed in collaboration with a

specialist in electrical engineering, john davies. the models are then passed to an experienced sound
engineer, john jensen, to produce the final sound and dialogues for each model. the whole idea

behind stl tonality was to include in a single package, the models of 3 amplifiers and the dialogues of
their sound, in such a way that each model is complete, from the input to the output. each model

includes a variety of post-processing effects, which can be used to fine-tune each amplifier, to
produce the desired sound and presence. stl tonality is a universal set of plug-ins for the guitar,

developed exclusively on the basis of andy jamess signature guitar sounds. andy manually selected
3 of his favorite amplifiers that embody his dream, and our team began developing software

versions of these amplifiers using the most advanced modeling technology, deriving non-linear
differential questions directly from the physical circuit of the amplifiers. the modelers developed all
the models for the audio devices from scratch, based on extensive research, modeling and listening
tests. some models have been developed in collaboration with a specialist in electrical engineering,
john davies. the models are then passed to an experienced sound engineer, john jensen, to produce
the final sound and dialogues for each model. the whole idea behind stl tonality was to include in a

single package, the models of 3 amplifiers and the dialogues of their sound, in such a way that each
model is complete, from the input to the output. 5ec8ef588b
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